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when it wanders away and bringing it back again and
again from various side-issues it might have wandered
into. He should think of himself as a model of patience
with a vow that he would feel and practise that virtue
that day in practical life. For a few days there may not
be any perceptible change, and though he may still show
irritability, he should go on meditating every morning.
Then as he says an irritating thing, a thought will flash
into his mind that he ought to have been patient. Still
going on, the thought of patience will arise with the
irritable impulse and the outer manifestation will be
checked. With a little more practice the irritable impulse
will grow feebler ; and irritability disappearing, patience
will become the normal attitude. Thus one virtue after
another can be taken and an ideal character created by
the power of thought, until passions, appetites and lower
nature are dominated and thoroughly brought under controL
Of course a large number of people in the world
are in the habit of taking the character of which they are
possessed as a sort of inalienable something which is given
to them, like a lame leg. If a man has a bad temper or a
weak will, or finds himself full of desires for the grosser
things, he says: ic That is how I am made; it is my
nature." He does not realise that he made himself by
his past lives and that therefore, taking hold of any weak-
ness, he can change it by his present exertion. But he
does not know that he can change a nature which is
undesirable, and, furthermore, he does not see particularly
why he should. It is no easy matter for a man to change
his character which is the very fundamental basis of him.
Perhaps there is no sufficient inducement or adequate
reason held out to the average man as to why he should
take all that trouble. But if he understands God's Plan,

